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Community Survey Response Analysis
Introduction
Henrico County Public Schools hosted an online survey from March 10, 2017 to March 19, 2017 in which
the public was encouraged to complete questionnaires with their feedback regarding each small pocket/area
option of Hungary Creek Middle School rezoning proposed for Fall 2017. The data resulting from the
Community Survey should be used as a tool to help facilitate the redistricting process. It should not be used
solely as a decision-making tool.
Analysis Methodology
Online survey responses were exported to an excel spreadsheet. The spreadsheet tracked the date the
comment was received, contact information for the respondent, the current zoned middle school, and the
respondent’s comments on each small pocket/area option.
Responses from 150 respondents provided feedback on the small pocket/area options: 76% reside in the
Hungary Creek Middle School zone, 17% reside in the Holman Middle School zone, and 7% reside in
another middle school zone.

Total Respondents by Live-in Middle School Zone
Live-in Middle
Total
Percent of
School Zone
Respondents
Respondents
Brookland MS
3
2%
Holman MS
26
17%
Hungary Creek MS
114
76%
Moody MS
2
1%
Pocahontas MS
1
1%
Short Pump MS
3
2%
Wilder MS
1
1%
Total
150

The survey asked respondents to share their general attitude towards a small pocket/area option based on
the following categories: Strongly support, Support, Neutral, Oppose, Strongly oppose, and Other. In order
to gain a better understanding of objections, respondents who did not support an option were also asked to
provide a reason for their concern. The primary concern themes were: Enrollment data, Feeder Patterns
(i.e. elementary to middle, middle to high), Other, School transportation and / or walk zones, School zone
boundaries (i.e., use of natural boundaries, such as roadways), Separation of community components (i.e.,
apartment units, residential subdivisions, etc.), and Phase-in plan for changes.
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Results Summary from Community Survey
Summary of Thoughts/Observations for Each Small Pocket/Area Option
When input was requested on thoughts/observations related to the small pocket/area of each option
proposed for rezoning in Fall 2017, 207 typed comments were received.

Total Responses to "What are your thoughts/observations
related to the small pocket/area of an Option proposed for
rezoning in Fall 2017?"
Option A Observations
106
Option C Observations
101
Total
207

The majority of responses submitted were in regard to the most suitable option for their particular
neighborhood / subdivision.
Open-ended comments received are provided in Appendix A.
Summary of Overall Attitude for Each Small Pocket/Area Option
The table below shows respondents’ answers to the question "What is your overall attitude toward the small
pocket/area of an Option proposed for rezoning in Fall 2017?" 37% strongly support/support the small
pocket/area of Option A and 48% strongly support/support the small pocket/area of Option C.

Options Attitude Summary
Option A
Option C
Option Attitude
Small Area
Small Area
Strongly support
42
28%
56
37%
Support
13
9%
16
11%
Neutral
11
7%
13
9%
Oppose
9
6%
13
9%
Strongly oppose
71
47%
32
21%
Other
2
1%
13
9%
No Response
2
1%
7
5%
Total
150
150
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Primary Concerns Summary Table
The table below shows the primary concerns of respondents when asked "If you indicated that you oppose
or strongly oppose the small pocket/area of an Option proposed for rezoning in Fall 2017, what is your
primary concern?" Frequently shared concerns with both small pocket/area options were feeder patterns,
enrollment data, and separation of community components.

Options Primary Concern Summary
Option A
Prominent Theme
Small Area
Feeder patterns (i.e., elementary to middle, middle to
34
45%
high)
Enrollment data
11
14%
Separation of community components (i.e., apartment
12
16%
units, residential subdivisions, etc.)
Other
11
14%
School transportation and/or walk zones
6
8%
School zone boundaries (i.e., use of natural boundaries,
2
3%
such as roadways)
Phase-in plan for changes
0
0%
Total
76

Option C
Small Area
17

35%

9

19%

7

15%

6
4

13%
8%

4

8%

1
48

2%

Conclusion
To summarize, the data presented in this summary report will be utilized as a tool to help the district
prioritize the options. However, when reviewing the options, the results of the community survey should
not be the only deciding factor.
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Appendix A
Live in Middle School
Option A Thoughts/Observations
Brookland MS
It doesn't make any sense!! Option C is a better fit for all involved.

Brookland MS

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

My daughters will be going to Brookland middle school and I feel like they
should get the best education. I feel like Glen Allen schools are the best. Why
can't they be zoned to go to Hungary Creek or Holman or Short Pump
Middle? They deserve the best education there is to offer. I know Brookland
isn't a bad school but I feel like they would get a better education at other
schools. Don't they deserve a chance to be in the best schools? Brookland
middle does not have the best rating right now.
Don't split THES!
I am in favor of Option A.
I like it, because people from Echo Lake would know more people going to
Holman.

Holman MS

I oppose this solution because it fails to address the construction and
development in the Pouncey Tract and Gayton Road corridors, which will
likely overcrowd SPMS in the next 2-3 years, essentially re-creating the
problems we are currently dealing with at HCMS.

Holman MS

I support option A

Holman MS

I think that it will overcrowd Holman school.
I would like the whole community to stay together in one school as they were
in elementary.
Option A is sending kids from REALLY far away to Holman. Too far.
Strongly oppose
Think the lines make sense.
Would like Holman to remain splitting into only 2 high schools.
Both Options A and C are splitting our school community in half. This is
unacceptable to us. Our THES community is committed to staying together
with our friends and neighbors. Our families are angry and frustrated that this
is the 4th redistricting (and splitting up) of our neighborhood in 8 years. We
feel there are other feasible alternatives that have not been explored in the
proposals or redistricted in the past. We would like THES to remain at
Holman MS, in a single feeder pattern. As a resident of Willows Bend,
Jameson Park, Scotsglen, Avery Green, Park Commons or Bellingham at
Twin Hickory, this proposed redistricting has an even larger impact on our
small neighborhood and children. The larger Twin Hickory subdivision is
already split into two elementary schools (Twin Hickory ES and Colonial
Trail ES) and now the proposals have us being split even more at the middle
school level (75% to Short Pump MS and 25% to Holman MS). Middle
school is difficult enough without being separated from their school and
community friends. It is incredibly unfair that our children would be

Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS
Holman MS

Holman MS
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separated from these friends and sent to an entirely different middle school
when we have worked so hard to create a sense of community for them. We
see a simple solution, shift east. We feel the County should look at shifting
east rather than the only solution be shifting west. We need to be forwardthinking and not have a knee-jerk reaction. Shifting west will result in
additional redistricting in a few years as a result of growth in the Western end
of the county. There is population growth in the West End that is not
represented in the numbers on the Census map. They are constantly fluid due
to the large parcels of land that have already been approved for residential
development, some of which have already started building, creating an
immediate impact on school population. This is demonstrated in the growth
in the Colonial Trail ES district, as these children are moving into trailers next
year. CTES and other growth will directly impact the Short Pump MS
membership numbers. This is a problem because it is the western edge of the
County and there is nowhere else to shift these children who are being added
in the new developments as Pocahontas MS is already close to capacity.;;We
have reviewed the maps and census data and support Option C with
modifications.;;Using your Targeted Membership Adjustment Table as our
goal, we propose the following minor changes: 1) THES remains at Holman
(342 students according to the 2016-17 Middle School Census Tract Map).;2)
Hungary Creek students living East of Purcell Road and South of 295 move to
Brookland (157 students). OR, alternatively, Hungary Creek students living
East of Woodman Road move to Brookland (164 students). As a result of
these minor changes:;- Either of these changes reduce the total number of
HCPS impacted students from 558 as proposed in Option C to 420. Both of
these changes improve transportation for impacted students. These options
make efficient use of the present school facilities and consider the growth that
will occur in the North Gayton corridor, effecting Short Pump MS. These
proposals move towards better alignment of geographic zoning in these
schools, providing geographically contiguous communities. It more evenly
distributes the Estimated Poverty Rates among the schools. The Holman
feeder pattern ratio is more evenly distributed between Deep Run and Glen
Allen. These suggestions optimize the Targeted Membership Adjustment
objective of 90% capacity. Our proposal puts Brookland at 30 (goal 185),
Holman at 22 (goal 22), Hungary Creek at 45 (goal -205) and Short Pump at
183 (goal 305). Please note: These changes would work in Option A should
the School Board feel it has more merit. With these minor changes, we
believe we can accomplish HCPS' goal of a smooth redistricting with
minimum impact on all middle schools involved. Thank you in advance for
your consideration.
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My only comment is that I am BEYOND grateful that you will not be taking
the current 5th graders at Shady Grove ES and suddenly switching them to
Short Pump. The kids have all picked classes, visited the school, met faculty
and staff, etc. Yanking them out after all of this has been accomplished would
really throw them a curve when they are excited, but also already naturally
apprehensive about the big step facing them. (Especially considering that
many have already been forced out of beloved schools with the earlier
elementary school redistricting.) Plus, my family, as well as others I know,
made the decision to not even apply to Moody because we were so pleased
with our Holman experiences. Important choices for the future were made
based on the fact that our families would attend Holman. To change that plan
now, with no way to rectify or modify those decisions, would be frustrating to
say the least... And likely rage-inducing to say the most. Thank you for
realizing that all of these 5th grade kids are currently on a set track and, while
some need to be moved to enhance their current educational environment, the
large majority should be left to forge forward without derailing them right
before this important step in their education.
2017 pocket relief is inadequate. Incoming class of 6th graders is at least 50
kids larger than outgoing class of 8th graders. School is 111% capacity.
Agree
Agree
Agreed that Holman is a great choice!
As a resident in the Meadows at Carrington with a current 4th and 2nd grader
at ELES these decisions will directly affect our children. My husband and I
went to the open meeting last night at GAHS to learn and hear from others
and yourself about the thoughts and the process behind these ideas. Some
people we felt had valid arguments and concerns over the process and
movements, however we were dismayed that it seemed to us that so many
were out for their own agenda without taking into consideration the larger
picture. Again, as a parent in the affected area, we are invested and hope to
look at things a bit more objectively. Our largest take away from last night
was, are we solving the problem? If overcrowding is the major issue, do we
solve it with either options? We are fine with sending our children to either
Hungary Creek or Holman, but we do NOT want them sitting in a class with
37 students when that is not the standard across the county. We have been so
pleased with Henrico schools thus far and live here for that reason. Please do
not disappoint us by not solving the real problem of overcrowding at Hungary
Creek.
Before the 2016 school year we were told HCMS would not go over the 5%
overcrowding they had experience in 2015 school year. Our kids entered
HCMS with 100% overcrowding. I don't feel enough kids are being moved
for the next school year.
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Hungary Creek MS

Concerning OPTION A, I'm very concerned that bussing redistricted Glen
Allen Elementary students would entail driving on the highway (295) with no
seatbelts.

Hungary Creek MS

Do not like it. Would like to keep kids in Broad Meadows neighborhood
together, not separate! How can a community build together when we are all
divided?

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

does not move enough kids out of HCMS
Doesn't maximize effort.

Hungary Creek MS

Echo Lake is a logical divide point between the Springfield Road Community
and the Glen Allen Community. I do not support the small pocket/area in
Option A.

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

Extend the zone for Holman to include the Mountain Road to Warren Road
area.
Great
Great idea
Hate this - you're splitting Glen Allen Elementary
Having such a small amount wouldn't change anything for the 2017-18 school
year. It should be at least 100 students, or enough to make a dent in the
overcrowding.
I agree with it
I am against Option A
I am against splitting the Elementary School.
I am very strongly AGAINST option A. I DO NOT think it right for all the
students down Mill road to be redistricted. I have no ill feeling against
Holman. I think it is a good school, HOWEVER I am very much against my
child having to ride a school bus on the interstate. There is no reason that
should EVER have to happen unless they are going on a field trip. Not to
mention those of us who will have children in 2 different schools at once. I
realize I will have the option to move my 8th grader but WHY WOULD I DO
THAT? That is not a good option. You should move students who are on
Holman's side of the interstate to Holman!
I appreciate the lowering of the poverty rates at the county's Middle Schools
with the highest poverty rates, even if that results in HCMS having a higher
concentration of students at the poverty level attending HCMS due to the
redistricting.
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Hungary Creek MS

I believe that students should feed from their elementary to middle to high
school with as little disruption as possible. So, children who would go to
GAHS or Deep Run High would go to the elementary and middle schools that
feed into that school. For example, Glen Allen Elem should continue to feed
Hungary Creek because those students go on to GAHS not Deep Run. If you
want to split students, then those students should feed into the High School
served by that Middle School (so Glen Allen Elem to Holman to Deep Run or
GAES to Hungary to GAES). Don't split students from the same Elementary
School just for Middle School.

Hungary Creek MS

I do not want to see the GAES community split between middle schools. I
think it’s a better idea to move the balance of the Springfield Park students (to
keep that school together) and the small group of Longan students who are
closer to Holman.

Hungary Creek MS

I don't feel like more students should be pulled from Echo Lake Elementary to
go to Holman. It makes more sense to take more students from Holman
because they are closer to Holman. Kids make lasting friendships in
elementary school, so not keep kids together from elementary school.

Hungary Creek MS

I don't feel like students who could (if needed) walk to a middle school should
be zoned to one that is more than 2x the distance. The students that are
coming from the far parts of Woodman should be re-zoned back to schools
that are closest for them. This would leave ample space for the children who
live in such close proximity. These children have attended elementary school
and will go on to attend high school together. The children through school
help parents build a strong community support system and to be split and
have children from completely different areas filter in for middle schools
years is not the solution.

Hungary Creek MS

I don't like it. I prefer option C which gives immediate relief for Hungary
Creek. My child can't even finish her lunch which I pay for because of the
overcrowding. I believe trailers are unsafe.

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

I don't think it would give enough immediate relief for Hungary Creek MS.
I don't want to see Glen Allen Elementary split!

Hungary Creek MS

I oppose option A because I know my neighbor for example will have one
child in Hungary Creek and her younger son will have to go to Holman. There
should at least be an opt-out for these situations. I also think there would be
value in Glen Allen elementary kids all going to the same middle school.

Hungary Creek MS

I prefer Option A, as Holman appears to perform well academically.
However, I don't want my child to be bused on the highway without proper
restraints on the bus and on a busy stretch of highway, especially in the
morning. Additionally, the small number of children that will be rezoned to
Holman doesn't appear to address the large number of students/overcrowding
that will remain at Hungary Creek Middle School.
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Hungary Creek MS

I still do not understand why our neighborhood still zones into Tucker H.S.
We should zone into Glen Allen like everyone around us does. Especially if
Option C takes effect and our neighborhood rezones to Holman MS.
Currently, none of Holman zones to Tucker, so the only friends from middle
school our neighborhood will have that zone from Holman to Tucker with
them, are the ones that live in our neighborhood.

Hungary Creek MS

I strongly oppose Option A as it will separate many of the Glen Allen
neighborhoods that have strong ties with the Glen Allen Community. One of
the major reasons to move into Glen Allen was the community ties. These
neighborhoods have supported Glen Allen in youth athletics with coaches, kid
participation, and much more and will be separated for a community that
doesn't exist currently. Common sense would be to keep the Glen Allen
community together and allow Option C to keep an un-established community
at Virginia Center out of an already stressed school system.

Hungary Creek MS

I strongly oppose Option A, as it does not provide much relief for the
overcrowding at HCMS.

Hungary Creek MS

I strongly oppose Option A. This does not seem to provide a long term
solution to overcrowding in the future. The county should try to keep
elementary school populations together as they advance into middle school.
Also, running two buses through these affected neighborhoods - one to
Hungary Creek and one to Holman because students that are already at
Hungary Creek remain, while others that are entering go to a different school.
You split up families that have multiple middle school aged children and you
split up neighborhoods and the sense of community.

Hungary Creek MS

I support my current 5th grader beginning at Holman next school year.
However, I'm confused about this gifted program at Wilder. My child and I do
not support a different school for gifted classes. I don't want her to be part of
the gifted program if that is the case.

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

I support option A
I support Option A
I support the move from Hungary Creek Middle School to Holman Middle
School.
I think it is an excellent idea!
I think it's a great idea

Hungary Creek MS

I think it's logical to implement option A since just before Carrington
community all the kids going to echo lake goes to Holman. So that section
moving to Holman makes much more sense than Option C.

Hungary Creek MS

I think it's not enough, but I like it if it's paired with Option C.
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Hungary Creek MS

I think that area is okay but I'd be interested in hearing how many students
from GAES this would affect next year. It's a shame to have rising sixth
graders tour HCMS as well as sign up for their classes for next year and then
tell them they will not be attending that school next year. I don't understand
the need to rush to move that small pocket of students...will it really help the
overcrowding issue that much!?

Hungary Creek MS

I think this is a logical option to implement. Since this would not have larger
disruption and there will be continuity from middle to Glen Allen High.

Hungary Creek MS

I think this is the wrong choice. Hungary Creek needs relief, this is true, but
option A further drives the poverty levels apart in the counties middle
schools. Jumping up just 2% for Holman and over 7% for HCMS is not in the
best interest of the children. We should utilize option C for the best, 'most
optimal results.

Hungary Creek MS

I think this option distributes the poverty better than Option C, it also appears
to present solutions that as far as transportation are considered would be more
efficient for the students and buses.

Hungary Creek MS

I think we need to move toward keeping all of Echo Lake together instead of
moving more of ELES to Holman. Taking a left out of Carrington onto
Staples Mill to get onto 295 is dangerous. Taking a bus on the S curve on
Springfield Rd is dangerous. Carrington is on the same street as Hungary
Creek (Springfield turns into Francistown) and is much closer to HCMS. You
will be increasing poverty levels at HCMS and lowering them at Holman.
Holman already has a very low poverty rate, shouldn't we try to make the
schools more evenly diverse/balanced.

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Hungary Creek MS

I would consider moving my child out of Hungary Middle School if this
option is selected.
I would strongly support Option A for this redistricting plan.
If Carrington is going to switch to Holman, I'd rather it happen in 2017-18.
If I'm reading it correctly, it looks like we would be redistricted to Holman. If
this is correct, I'm all for it.
I'm strongly in favor of Option A
It doesn't have an impact on my family but it seems a little odd. The peninsula
of kids in this pocket go to HCMS while kids to the east have to drive through
it to go to Holman. Is that the best option? Any way to switch the location of
the pocket so the kids on the Eastern edge of the Holman district attend
HCMS? You have better data and have studied this so your option is probably
the best one but wanted to make a suggestion.
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Hungary Creek MS

It is not acceptable to adjust school districts with this short of notice. The
students have attended orientation and registered at a particular school. The
decision to redistrict should have been made well in advance, reflects poor
decision making, and contradicts the Henrico Way. The capacity issue was
known well in advance and the county had ample time to take action;
however, the board of education remained impotent on this matter. Henrico
County's lack of action and attention to this capacity issue should not
negatively affect our children that have already made plans to attend and have
started to acclimate to a new school. At this stage they have visited the school,
met teachers and administrators, they have the security of knowing with
which peers they will be continuing to continue, they have registered for their
classes, and they have attended orientation. If a family has to make the tough
choice to move a child in this stage of a child's life, that is their decision; this
decision should not be imposed on them by the county. It appears the county
is planning well in advance for future school years, Thank you! BUT DO
NOT IMPOSE YOUR LACK OF PLANNING ON MY CHILD NEXT
YEAR.

Hungary Creek MS

It seems a natural progression for our neighborhood to be included with others
past the curve of Springfield Rd at Holman.

Hungary Creek MS

Keeping elementary school kids together is important as they move into a
very awkward time in their lives. It makes sense to keep them together unless
they choose to pursue IB/specialty education. This option does not make
sense as it splits the school.

Hungary Creek MS

Kids will get school with higher rating. Kids will have opportunity to make
new friends, which will help them later on when they go to college.

Hungary Creek MS

Makes no sense to take kids from 2 miles away from HCMS to Holman.
There has to be a better solution

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Move the line for Holman Middle School to Staples Mill Road and Warren
Road.
Moving to better school helps kids to grow strong academic base.
My children are affected and I am ok with the rezoning.
My daughter would move to Holman. I want her to have the opportunity to
attend the same schools as her brother who is currently at Hungary Creek.
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Hungary Creek MS

My opinions on this are on the comprehensive plan survey but I will copy and
paste. I do not like map A for the following reasons: 1. It would split up the
Glen Allen elementary school community. This community has long been
together and it would break up lasting friendships these children and parents
have spent the time (and money) to cultivate. These children need the
consistency of the same friends in elementary and middle school especially
during such a difficult time in their lives both psychologically and
developmentally. Consistency is paramount! We all know that seeing the
same friends in school is pertinent to lasting friendships. Especially for busy
parents who don't have the time to contact friends "you used to go to school
with" for play dates. Also Mr. Cropper mentioned that the 60/40 split between
Hungry Creek and Holman was "balanced". I have to respectfully disagree-as
we know-that-is NOT balanced. My son just had a birthday party on Friday
and out of the children that came, over half of them he would not see again in
middle school. That makes me very sad. 2. I don't think Hungry Creek should
have to reserve spaces for potential students in a housing development that
hasn't even been built yet!!! I am referring to the River Mill development off
Brook Road and any other new developments. Those new students need to go
to Brookland!! 3. I can tell you now that I have spoken to enough Glen Allen
Elementary parents, especially ones north of 295 in Hunton Park etc, (which
is where most of my children's playmates live), and NO ONE wants our
community split up. The only reason you will have any support for option A
from those parents north of 295 (that could potentially go to Holman) is
because of selfish reasons: 1. Those parents know their housing values will
increase if Holman is there middle school. 2. They know that Holman will
have to deal with way less poverty (11%) than Hungry Creek (32.9%) and
let's face it, more poverty equals more behavioral issues and distractions in
the classroom.

Hungary Creek MS

Not a fan of my child attending Holman. We moved to the Hunton Park area
so that he could attend Hungary Creek Middle School from Glen Allen
Elementary in hopes to further attending Glen Allen High School. The
schools are SO CLOSE to us. Please revise so that Hunton Park - Vicars
Ridge Lane are can attend Hungary Creek Middle School.

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Not enough immediate relief for HCMS.
Not in favor of dividing up Glen Allen ES
Only provides minimal relief to Hungary Creek Middle school.
Option A allows for middle school poverty rates to be better aligned.
Option A allows for middle school poverty rates to be better aligned.
Option A is the best choice as it affects a smaller number of students and it is
more efficient in terms of transportation.
Option A makes much more sense with minimal disruption
Option A only provides relief of 41 students for 2017/2018, while option C
provides greater relief next year.
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Hungary Creek MS

Option A would put my child on a bus longer, away from his friends from
elementary school.

Hungary Creek MS

Option C is the better option as Springfield Elementary is closer to Holman.
It is an inconvenience for parents living in the Staples Mill area to transport
children to Holman. Most of these parents also may have siblings already at
Hungary Creek and it doesn't make logistical sense to move their siblings to a
different school.

Hungary Creek MS

Sending more students to Short Pump and Holman are good ideas. Brookland
meanwhile, remains completely without accreditation. Trailers should be
lined up at any and all other schools until that school is turned around from
lower 4% of middle school testing percentile statewide, no accreditation, not
even partial. We are terrified our young kids may end up going to Brookland,
having one child that has already graduated from 3 years at Brookland, and
having moved already with intention of better schools for our kids 5 and 7
years old.

Hungary Creek MS
Hungary Creek MS

Several elementary schools are split between 2 middle schools
Thank you for leaving our Mountain Glen neighborhood and our elementary
school (Greenwood) out of any of the options.

Hungary Creek MS

The part of option A that I think would work well isr he Carrington
neighborhood. It has been speculated for years that eventually Carrington will
end up at Holman. If this will be part of the final redistricting for 2018-19,
why not go ahead and take that pocket now? Added to those in Option C,
HCMS will reduce by a handful of students from ELES, adding to the 68
from Springfield and Longan. I am a parent of current and previous ELES
students. There is such a small percentage that now attends Holman that for
those that go, it is bittersweet to lose so many friends in the transition to
Middle School. This would certainly be helpful for those who might be
rezoned in 2018-19.

Hungary Creek MS

The small area near 295 & Staples Mill Rd that is being considered to go to
Holman MS is much closer to Hungary Creek. These children in this area
have gone to Echo Lake elementary together and should stay together to go to
Hungary Creek together. In option C, those kids that are being moved out of
Hungary Creek did not go to Echo Lake elementary with the other kids in the
area. Therefore, I feel option C is the best choice.

Hungary Creek MS

This option does little to even out the concentration of low-income students in
certain schools.

Hungary Creek MS

This small pocket for Option A means that the county is committed to Option
A for redistricting which I strongly oppose. The Option A uproots those
already districted for Hungry Creek in order to make room for a potential new
development at River Mill, in which no one lives yet.
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Hungary Creek MS

This would negatively impact the socialization of the children in our
neighborhood by removing them from their current social environment,
introduce them to a new one and then again change that environment in high
school. I would prefer they be able to maintain their existing friendships
throughout their school experience in Glen Allen all the way through
graduation.

Hungary Creek MS

We need to provide immediate relief to Hungary Creek Middle school. I'm in
favor of the small pocket rezoning of Carrington.

Hungary Creek MS

We need to try to keep Echo Lake Elementary School together not separate it
more! The routes from Carrington to Holman MS are dangerous. Making a
left out of Carrington onto Staples Mill to get on 295 is dangerous. Taking S
curve on Springfield is dangerous. Neighborhood is on same street as HCMS.
Also option A raises the poverty level of HCMS. Shouldn't Holman and
SPMS become more diverse? The whole purpose of redistricting at first was
to relief Hungary Creek. Option A only reliefs about 41 where option C
reliefs 68. That is a difference of 1-2 kids per class. Option C says it gives
great relief so to me that is important. This hopefully would mean the trailers
would be taken away sooner rather than later.

Hungary Creek MS

We want our child to feed from GAES to Hungary Creek. We don’t want him
to be split from half the kids at GAES (all of his friends) only to be sent to
Holman (make new friends) and then go back to GAHS and lose all his new
friends.

Hungary Creek MS
Moody MS

Wondering if this is a large enough population to make an impact.
I think it's reasonable, and a necessary response to the county schools' needs
as a whole.

Pocahontas MS

Additional Hungary Creek students should be rezoned. Short Pump Middle
School has plenty of space. Hungary Creek is bursting at the seams.

Short Pump MS

Ease of transportation to Holman compared to Option C but concern this
pocket is moving west where there is constant new developments. Appear to
be keeping more neighborhoods together than Option C

Short Pump MS

I think both plans are well thought out in most aspects and favor this one.
However, I completely disagree with the poverty concentration approach.
Artificially busing students from one area to another to change rates is a
complete waste of time and money. Take those same resources and invest in
more programs like JA and less busing. It didn't work 35 years ago when I
was a student and still doesn't work. I agree with balancing the volumes and
limiting busing, but not the poverty fallacy.
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Nuckols Farm Elementary continues to be split with the majority of the school
going to Pocahontas. I would like our feeder pattern to stay the same as the
rest of the school. We want to keep out kids together. Please consider
moving us to Pocahontas (since we are a small majority crossing Broad
Street) or bringing more from Nuckols Farm with us to Short Pump Middle
School.
Option C Thoughts/Observations
I would like my kids to go to Hungry Creek or Holman instead of Brookland .
Why can't their area be changed?
Makes more sense fit all involved
Strongly support
Both Options A and C are splitting our school community in half. This is
unacceptable to us. Our THES community is committed to staying together
with our friends and neighbors. Our families are angry and frustrated that this
is the 4th redistricting (and splitting up) of our neighborhood in 8 years. We
feel there are other feasible alternatives that have not been explored in the
proposals or redistricted in the past. We would like THES to remain at
Holman MS, in a single feeder pattern. As a resident of Willows Bend,
Jameson Park, Scotsglen, Avery Green, Park Commons or Bellingham at
Twin Hickory, this proposed redistricting has an even larger impact on our
small neighborhood and children. The larger Twin Hickory subdivision is
already split into two elementary schools (Twin Hickory ES and Colonial
Trail ES) and now the proposals have us being split even more at the middle
school level (75% to Short Pump MS and 25% to Holman MS). Middle
school is difficult enough without being separated from their school and
community friends. It is incredibly unfair that our children would be
separated from these friends and sent to an entirely different middle school
when we have worked so hard to create a sense of community for them. We
see a simple solution, shift east. We feel the County should look at shifting
east rather than the only solution be shifting west. We need to be forwardthinking and not have a knee-jerk reaction. Shifting west will result in
additional redistricting in a few years as a result of growth in the Western end
of the county. There is population growth in the West End that is not
represented in the numbers on the Census map. They are constantly fluid due
to the large parcels of land that have already been approved for residential
development, some of which have already started building, creating an
immediate impact on school population. This is demonstrated in the growth
in the Colonial Trail ES district, as these children are moving into trailers next
year. CTES and other growth will directly impact the Short Pump MS
membership numbers. This is a problem because it is the western edge of the
County and there is nowhere else to shift these children who are being added
in the new developments as Pocahontas MS is already close to capacity. We
have reviewed the maps and census data and support Option C with
modifications. Using your Targeted Membership Adjustment Table as our
goal, we propose the following minor changes: 1) THES remains at Holman
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(342 students according to the 2016-17 Middle School Census Tract Map). 2)
Hungary Creek students living East of Purcell Road and South of 295 move to
Brookland (157 students). OR, alternatively, Hungary Creek students living
East of Woodman Road move to Brookland (164 students). As a result of
these minor changes:| Either of these changes reduce the total number of
HCPS impacted students from 558 as proposed in Option C to 420. Both of
these changes improve transportation for impacted students. These options
make efficient use of the present school facilities and consider the growth that
will occur in the North Gayton corridor, effecting Short Pump MS. These
proposals move towards better alignment of geographic zoning in these
schools, providing geographically contiguous communities. It more evenly
distributes the Estimated Poverty Rates among the schools. The Holman
feeder pattern ratio is more evenly distributed between Deep Run and Glen
Allen. These suggestions optimize the Targeted Membership Adjustment
objective of 90% capacity. Our proposal puts Brookland at 30 (goal 185),
Holman at 22 (goal 22), Hungary Creek at 45 (goal -205) and Short Pump at
183 (goal 305). Please note: These changes would work in Option A should
the School Board feel it has more merit. With these minor changes, we
believe we can accomplish HCPS' goal of a smooth redistricting with
minimum impact on all middle schools involved. Thank you in advance for
your consideration.
Both Options A and C are splitting our school community in half. This is
unacceptable to us. Our THES community is committed to staying together
with our friends and neighbors. Our families are angry and frustrated that this
is the 4th redistricting (and splitting up) of our neighborhood in 8 years. We
feel there are other feasible alternatives that have not been explored in the
proposals or redistricted in the past. We would like THES to remain at
Holman MS, in a single feeder pattern. As a resident of Willows Bend,
Jameson Park, Scotsglen, Avery Green, Park Commons or Bellingham at
Twin Hickory, this proposed redistricting has an even larger impact on our
small neighborhood and children. The larger Twin Hickory subdivision is
already split into two elementary schools (Twin Hickory ES and Colonial
Trail ES) and now the proposals have us being split even more at the middle
school level (75% to Short Pump MS and 25% to Holman MS). Middle
school is difficult enough without being separated from their school and
community friends. It is incredibly unfair that our children would be
separated from these friends and sent to an entirely different middle school
when we have worked so hard to create a sense of community for them. We
see a simple solution, shift east. We feel the County should look at shifting
east rather than the only solution be shifting west. We need to be forwardthinking and not have a knee-jerk reaction. Shifting west will result in
additional redistricting in a few years as a result of growth in the Western end
of the county. There is population growth in the West End that is not
represented in the numbers on the Census map. They are constantly fluid due
to the large parcels of land that have already been approved for residential
development, some of which have already started building, creating an
immediate impact on school population. This is demonstrated in the growth
in the Colonial Trail ES district, as these children are moving into trailers next
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year. CTES and other growth will directly impact the Short Pump MS
membership numbers. This is a problem because it is the western edge of the
County and there is nowhere else to shift these children who are being added
in the new developments as Pocahontas MS is already close to capacity. We
have reviewed the maps and census data and support Option C with
modifications. Using your Targeted Membership Adjustment Table as our
goal, we propose the following minor changes: 1) THES remains at Holman
(342 students according to the 2016-17 Middle School Census Tract Map). 2)
Hungary Creek students living East of Purcell Road and South of 295 move to
Brookland (157 students). OR, alternatively, Hungary Creek students living
East of Woodman Road move to Brookland (164 students). As a result of
these minor changes:| Either of these changes reduce the total number of
HCPS impacted students from 558 as proposed in Option C to 420. Both of
these changes improve transportation for impacted students. These options
make efficient use of the present school facilities and consider the growth that
will occur in the North Gayton corridor, effecting Short Pump MS. These
proposals move towards better alignment of geographic zoning in these
schools, providing geographically contiguous communities. It more evenly
distributes the Estimated Poverty Rates among the schools. The Holman
feeder pattern ratio is more evenly distributed between Deep Run and Glen
Allen. These suggestions optimize the Targeted Membership Adjustment
objective of 90% capacity. Our proposal puts Brookland at 30 (goal 185),
Holman at 22 (goal 22), Hungary Creek at 45 (goal -205) and Short Pump at
183 (goal 305). Please note: These changes would work in Option A should
the School Board feel it has more merit. With these minor changes, we
believe we can accomplish HCPS' goal of a smooth redistricting with
minimum impact on all middle schools involved. Thank you in advance for
your consideration.
I am not in favor of Option C.
I don't like this option as much
Both Options A and C are splitting our school community in half. This is
unacceptable to us. Our THES community is committed to staying together
with our friends and neighbors. Our families are angry and frustrated that this
is the 4th redistricting (and splitting up) of our neighborhood in 8 years. We
feel there are other feasible alternatives that have not been explored in the
proposals or redistricted in the past. We would like THES to remain at
Holman MS, in a single feeder pattern. As a resident of Willows Bend,
Jameson Park, Scotsglen, Avery Green, Park Commons or Bellingham at
Twin Hickory, this proposed redistricting has an even larger impact on our
small neighborhood and children. The larger Twin Hickory subdivision is
already split into two elementary schools (Twin Hickory ES and Colonial
Trail ES) and now the proposals have us being split even more at the middle
school level (75% to Short Pump MS and 25% to Holman MS). Middle
school is difficult enough without being separated from their school and
community friends. It is incredibly unfair that our children would separated
from these friends and sent to an entirely different middle school when we
have worked so hard to create a sense of community for them. We see a
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simple solution, shift east. We feel the County should look at shifting east
rather than the only solution be shifting west. We need to be forwardthinking and not have a knee-jerk reaction. Shifting west will result in
additional redistricting in a few years as a result of growth in the Western end
of the county. There is population growth in the West End that is not
represented in the numbers on the Census map. They are constantly fluid due
to the large parcels of land that have already been approved for residential
development, some of which have already started building, creating an
immediate impact on school population. This is demonstrated in the growth
in the Colonial Trail ES district, as these children are moving into trailers next
year. CTES and other growth will directly impact the Short Pump MS
membership numbers. This is a problem because it is the western edge of the
County and there is nowhere else to shift these children who are being added
in the new developments as Pocahontas MS is already close to capacity. We
have reviewed the maps and census data and support Option C with
modifications. Using your Targeted Membership Adjustment Table as our
goal, we propose the following minor changes: 1) THES remains at Holman
(342 students according to the 2016-17 Middle School Census Tract Map). 2)
Hungary Creek students living East of Purcell Road and South of 295 move to
Brookland (157 students). OR, alternatively, Hungary Creek students living
East of Woodman Road move to Brookland (164 students). As a result of
these minor changes:| Either of these changes reduce the total number of
HCPS impacted students from 558 as proposed in Option C to 420. Both of
these changes improve transportation for impacted students. These options
make efficient use of the present school facilities and consider the growth that
will occur in the North Gayton corridor, effecting Short Pump MS. These
proposals move towards better alignment of geographic zoning in these
schools, providing geographically contiguous communities. It more evenly
distributes the Estimated Poverty Rates among the schools. The Holman
feeder pattern ratio is more evenly distributed between Deep Run and Glen
Allen. These suggestions optimize the Targeted Membership Adjustment
objective of 90% capacity. Our proposal puts Brookland at 30 (goal 185),
Holman at 22 (goal 22), Hungary Creek at 45 (goal -205) and Short Pump at
183 (goal 305). Please note: These changes would work in Option A should
the School Board feel it has more merit. With these minor changes, we
believe we can accomplish HCPS' goal of a smooth redistricting with
minimum impact on all middle schools involved. Thank you in advance for
your consideration.
Like that all of Springfield Park would attend Holman. Think that balances
out Holman and also is great for the elementary school. I'm torn on Holman
being so divided among 3 high schools though.
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My only comment is that I am BEYOND grateful that you will not be taking
the current 5th graders at Shady Grove ES and suddenly switching them to
Short Pump. The kids have all picked classes, visited the school, met faculty
and staff, etc. Yanking them out after all of this has been accomplished would
really throw them a curve when they are excited, but also already naturally
apprehensive about the big step facing them. (Especially considering that
many have already been forced out of beloved schools with the earlier
elementary school redistricting.) Plus, my family, as well as others I know,
made the decision to not even apply to Moody because we were so pleased
with our Holman experiences. Important choices for the future were made
based on the fact that our families would attend Holman. To change that plan
now, with no way to rectify or modify those decisions, would be frustrating to
say the least... And likely rage-inducing to say the most. Thank you for
realizing that all of these 5th grade kids are currently on a set track and, while
some need to be moved to enhance their current educational environment, the
large majority should be left to forge forward without derailing them right
before this important step in their education.
Still not perfect, but better than option C. The problem is that you are
overloading Short Pump MS at a time when there is a lot of new construction
in that area. If you look at the long term, isn't Short Pump MS going to get
overcrowded? So, some of the neighborhoods being switched to Short Pump
MS now will most likely be switched OUT of Short Pump in the future.
Please instruct Holman and Short Pump principals to be lenient in allowing
waivers. If my neighbor is going to get redistricted with either plan, we
would prefer to just start there.
This seems more reasonable.
We have reviewed the maps and census data and support Option C with
modifications. Using your Targeted Membership Adjustment Table as our
goal, we propose the following minor changes. 1) THES remains at Holman
(342 students according to the 2016-17 Middle School Census Tract Map). 2)
Hungary Creek students living East of Purcell Road and South of 295 move to
Brookland (157 students). OR, alternatively, Hungary Creek students living
East of Woodman Road move to Brookland (164 students). As a result of
these minor changes: Either of these changes reduce the total number of
HCPS impacted students from 558 as proposed in Option C to 420. Both of
these changes improve transportation for impacted students. These options
make efficient use of the present school facilities and consider the growth that
will occur in the North Gayton corridor, effecting Short Pump MS. These
proposals move towards better alignment of geographic zoning in these
schools, providing geographically contiguous communities. It more evenly
distributes the Estimated Poverty Rates among the schools. The Holman
feeder pattern ratio is more evenly distributed between Deep Run and Glen
Allen. These suggestions optimize the Targeted Membership Adjustment
objective of 90% capacity. Our proposal puts Brookland at 30 (goal 185),
Holman at 22 (goal 22), Hungary Creek at 45 (goal -205) and Short Pump at
183 (goal 305). Please note: These changes would work in Option A should
the School Board feel it has more merit.
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Both Options A and C are splitting our school community in half. This is
unacceptable to us. Our THES community is committed to staying together
with our friends and neighbors. Our families are angry and frustrated that this
is the 4th redistricting (and splitting up) of our neighborhood in 8 years. We
feel there are other feasible alternatives that have not been explored in the
proposals or redistricted in the past. We would like THES to remain at
Holman MS, in a single feeder pattern. As a resident of Willows Bend,
Jameson Park, Scotsglen, Avery Green, Park Commons or Bellingham at
Twin Hickory, this proposed redistricting has an even larger impact on our
small neighborhood and children. The larger Twin Hickory subdivision is
already split into two elementary schools (Twin Hickory ES and Colonial
Trail ES) and now the proposals have us being split even more at the middle
school level (75% to Short Pump MS and 25% to Holman MS). Middle
school is difficult enough without being separated from their school and
community friends. It is incredibly unfair that our children would be
separated from these friends and sent to an entirely different middle school
when we have worked so hard to create a sense of community for them. We
see a simple solution, shift east. We feel the County should look at shifting
east rather than the only solution be shifting west. We need to be forwardthinking and not have a knee-jerk reaction. Shifting west will result in
additional redistricting in a few years as a result of growth in the Western end
of the county. There is population growth in the West End that is not
represented in the numbers on the Census map. They are constantly fluid due
to the large parcels of land that have already been approved for residential
development, some of which have already started building, creating an
immediate impact on school population. This is demonstrated in the growth
in the Colonial Trail ES district, as these children are moving into trailers next
year. CTES and other growth will directly impact the Short Pump MS
membership numbers. This is a problem because it is the western edge of the
County and there is nowhere else to shift these children who are being added
in the new developments as Pocahontas MS is already close to capacity. We
have reviewed the maps and census data and support Option C with
modifications. Using your Targeted Membership Adjustment Table as our
goal, we propose the following minor changes: 1) THES remains at Holman
(342 students according to the 2016-17 Middle School Census Tract Map). 2)
Hungary Creek students living East of Purcell Road and South of 295 move to
Brookland (157 students). OR, alternatively, Hungary Creek students living
East of Woodman Road move to Brookland (164 students). As a result of
these minor changes:| Either of these changes reduce the total number of
HCPS impacted students from 558 as proposed in Option C to 420. Both of
these changes improve transportation for impacted students. These options
make efficient use of the present school facilities and consider the growth that
will occur in the North Gayton corridor, effecting Short Pump MS. These
proposals move towards better alignment of geographic zoning in these
schools, providing geographically contiguous communities. It more evenly
distributes the Estimated Poverty Rates among the schools. The Holman
feeder pattern ratio is more evenly distributed between Deep Run and Glen
Allen. These suggestions optimize the Targeted Membership Adjustment
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objective of 90% capacity. Our proposal puts Brookland at 30 (goal 185),
Holman at 22 (goal 22), Hungary Creek at 45 (goal -205) and Short Pump at
183 (goal 305). Please note: These changes would work in Option A should
the School Board feel it has more merit. With these minor changes, we
believe we can accomplish HCPS' goal of a smooth redistricting with
minimum impact on all middle schools involved. Thank you in advance for
your consideration.
We, as Twin Hickory Elementary School, represent the following
neighborhoods: Addison at Wyndham Apartments, Autumnwood at Twin
Hickory, Avery Green at Twin Hickory, Bellingham at Twin Hickory,
Belmont Park at Twin Hickory, Bridlewood, Gardens at Twin Hickory,
Harvest Glen at Twin Hickory, Hearthstone at Twin Hickory, Hickory Grove,
Jamerson Park at Twin Hickory, Kensington, Mason Park, Millrace, Park
Commons at Twin Hickory, Park Meadows at Twin Hickory, Regal Oaks at
Twin Hickory, Saddleridge at Twin Hickory, Scotsglen at Twin Hickory,
Shady Grove Meadows, Townes at Shady Grove, Turnberry, Willows Bend at
Twin Hickory. Both Options A and C are splitting our school community in
half. This is unacceptable to us. Our THES community is committed to
staying together with our friends and neighbors. Our families are angry and
frustrated that this is the 4th redistricting (and splitting up) of our
neighborhood in 8 years. We feel there are other feasible alternatives that
have not been explored in the proposals or redistricted in the past. We would
like THES to remain at Holman MS, in a single feeder pattern. As a resident
of Willows Bend, Jameson Park, Scotsglen, Avery Green, Park Commons or
Bellingham at Twin Hickory, this proposed redistricting has an even larger
impact on our small neighborhood and children. The larger Twin Hickory
subdivision is already split into two elementary schools (Twin Hickory ES
and Colonial Trail ES) and now the proposals have us being split even more
at the middle school level (75% to Short Pump MS and 25% to Holman MS).
Middle school is difficult enough without being separated from their school
and community friends. It is incredibly unfair that our children would be
separated from these friends and sent to an entirely different middle school
when we have worked so hard to create a sense of community for them. We
see a simple solution, shift east. We feel the County should look at shifting
east rather than the only solution be shifting west. We need to be forwardthinking and not have a knee-jerk reaction. Shifting west will result in
additional redistricting in a few years as a result of growth in the Western end
of the county. There is population growth in the West End that is not
represented in the numbers on the Census map. They are constantly fluid due
to the large parcels of land that have already been approved for residential
development, some of which have already started building, creating an
immediate impact on school population. This is demonstrated in the growth
in the Colonial Trail ES district, as these children are moving into trailers next
year. CTES and other growth will directly impact the Short Pump MS
membership numbers. This is a problem because it is the western edge of the
County and there is nowhere else to shift these children who are being added
in the new developments as Pocahontas MS is already close to capacity. We
have reviewed the maps and census data and support Option C with
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modifications. Using your Targeted Membership Adjustment Table as our
goal, we propose the following minor changes: 1) THES remains at Holman
(342 students according to the 2016-17 Middle School Census Tract Map). 2)
Hungary Creek students living East of Purcell Road and South of 295 move to
Brookland (157 students). OR, alternatively, Hungary Creek students living
East of Woodman Road move to Brookland (164 students). As a result of
these minor changes- Either of these changes reduce the total number of
HCPS impacted students from 558 as proposed in Option C to 420. Both of
these changes improve transportation for impacted students. These options
make efficient use of the present school facilities and consider the growth that
will occur in the North Gayton corridor, effecting Short Pump MS. These
proposals move towards better alignment of geographic zoning in these
schools, providing geographically contiguous communities. It more evenly
distributes the Estimated Poverty Rates among the schools. The Holman
feeder pattern ratio is more evenly distributed between Deep Run and Glen
Allen. These suggestions optimize the Targeted Membership Adjustment
objective of 90% capacity. Our proposal puts Brookland at 30 (goal 185),
Holman at 22 (goal 22), Hungary Creek at 45 (goal -205) and Short Pump at
183 (goal 305). Please note: These changes would work in Option A should
the School Board feel it has more merit. With these minor changes, we
believe we can accomplish HCPS' goal of a smooth redistricting with
minimum impact on all middle schools involved. Thank you in advance for
your consideration.
2017 pocket does not provide enough relief to Hungary Creek Middle School.
Completely disapprove of solving accreditation issues with "busing" of kids.
Best proposed solution
Don't like c
Don't like it.
Don't like option C
helps relieve the overcrowding at HCMS now
I am agreeable to the small pocket as long as it aligns with all of Option C
I am not very supporting of Option c for our region.
I appreciate the lessened impact to current HCMS students and families due to
this redistricting option.
I disagree.
I do not support this option.
I do not Support option C
I don't feel like Option C provides enough of an impact. Option C was at the
bottom of my list.
I don't understand why three middle school are under capacity by a total of
70% and HCMS will still be over 90% capacity. The plan should be looked at
more to even out each scoops capacity.
I like it! It keeps our kids together....at least until high school!
I like Option A better but am ok with either school for my daughter.
I like this option much better.
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I like this plan better because it keeps the Glen Allen ES kids together at
Hungary Creek. It doesn't split families who may end up with an 8th grader at
Hungary Creek and a 6th grader at Holman. I know my elementary kids have
been looking forward to going to Hungary Creek where their big brother is
currently.
I prefer Option A because of the overcrowding. Concerned about
transportation for children, I hope that will be covered
I prefer Option A for my student but Option C is acceptable
I still do not understand why our neighborhood still zones into Tucker H.S.
We should zone into Glen Allen like everyone around us does. Especially if
Option C takes effect and our neighborhood rezones to Holman MS.
Currently, none of Holman zones to Tucker, so the only friends from MS our
neighborhood will have that zone from Holman to Tucker with them, are the
ones that live in our neighborhood.
I strongly disagree with Option C. Hungary Creek MS is a lot closer than
Holman MS to the small pocket area.
I strongly support Option C as it will keep the Glen Allen community intact.
I strongly support Option C, as it provides more relief for the overcrowding at
HCMS AND it integrates and entire residential area (that has been split
between two middle schools).
I strongly support Option C. This option seems to keep feeder patterns for
elementary schools/middle/high school and neighborhoods more intact.
I think it's not enough, but I like the rest of Option C, so I will support it.
I think Option A is better
I think Option C makes the most sense. The children who live so close to a
school should attend that school! Not have children traveling from totally
different parts of the county to attend only middle school when they have
another school that is closer, and this would not split communities and
children. Just by looking at it on the map, Option C makes so much more
sense!!!
I think this is a better option. It keeps all of the GAES students together and
allows for Springfield Park students to stay together as well.
I vote for option C because the least amount of students are affected. It keeps
Glen Allen together. Also it keeps Hungry Creek's poverty ratios fairly stable.
As a parent with my child zoned to go to Hungry Creek I am VERY
concerned about a 7.4% poverty increase and the potential safety and
behavioral distractions this may invoke on my child if Option A is
implemented. Getting the poverty numbers out of Wilder was your main focus
and I think it should stay your main focus, as your Tuckahoe representative
reverberated at the last board meeting. This is achieved the best with Option
C. Also I like Option C because Longan would get split between Hungry
Creek and Holman. Although no one wants to see an elementary school split
up, this would make the most sense because the majority of these houses are
apartment buildings and town homes (more renters). There is less
homeownership here and I feel that families are not as vested in this process.
Also if they don't like the school the county assigned to them more people
would have the ability to simply move to another school district. Also I like
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that Option C would NOT hold space at Hungry Creek for students in unbuilt
developments!
I would love to keep my daughter in the same school as her friends from
Elementary school. So I support Option C
It is absolutely a horrible idea to create a map where one middle school would
be split between three high Schools. THREE? That speaks to a lack of
concern for student welfare and incompetence in drawing district lines. If Plan
C were to move forward the same kids effected should be immediately
redistricted to Glen Allen High School to solve this. This should be included
in Plan C or there should be no Plan C at all.
It is not acceptable to adjust school districts with this short of notice. The
students have attended orientation and registered at a particular school. The
decision to redestrict should have been made well in advance, reflects poor
decision making, and contradicts the Henrico Way. The capacity issue was
known well in advance and the county had ample time to take action;
however, the board of education remained impotent on this matter. Henrico
County's lack of action and attention to this capacity issue should not
negatively affect our children that have already made plans to attend and have
started to acclimate to a new school. At this stage they have visited the school,
met teachers and administrators, they have the security of knowing with
which peers they will be continuing, they have registered for their classes, and
they have attended orientation. If a family has to make the tough choice to
move a child in this stage of a child's life, that is their decision; this decision
should not be imposed on them by the county. It appears the county is
planning well in advance for future school years, Thank you! BUT DO NOT
IMPOSE YOUR LACK OF PLANNING ON MY CHILD NEXT YEAR.
It makes A LOT more sense to me than Option A.
It provides the most relief for Hungary Creek Middle School enrollment.
Keeps kids together from elementary schools to middle to high school. Does
not have children traveling a long distance to get to school.
makes more sense
More schools (specifically Glen Allen Elementary) are kept together and will
attend the same middle schools. More relief for overcrowding at Hungary
Creek Middle.
Move the line to Staples Mill Road and Warren Road for those students to
attend Holman.
My children are not affected.
Oppose
Oppose
Option C aligns middle school poverty rates less effectively.
Option C is less effective at aligning middle school poverty rates.
Option C is the plan that I prefer for the Hunton Park area to attend Hungary
Creek Middle School that feeds into Glen Allen Elementary. The main
reason why we moved to the area. I would be willing to drive my child to
school daily and pick him up in order to attend Hungary Creek Middle school.
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Option C makes more sense for Townes (Villas) at Hunton Park because the
students feed from GAES to Hungary to GAHS. If these students go to
Holman, then they should also go to Deep Run.
Option C makes the poverty level more balanced and gives more relief to
Hungary Creek. Option C keeps Echo Lake and Glen Allen Elementary
School together more.
Option C provides more immediate relief for over-crowding at Hungary
Creek. Looking longer term, Option C is the only option that addresses the
large planned community River Mill. With the current overcrowding situation
at Hungary Creek, they cannot absorb the new students from this large
community.
Please keep GAES together for middle school. I just moved my child from
another elementary school to Glen Allen knowing that she would be with
friends down Mill Road. Please keep GAES together
Provides higher number of immediate relief to HCMS overcrowding, while
impacting the least number of students in the long term plan.
Same as Option A, if I am correct to assume we would be redistricted to
Holman.
See comments from Option A- include my overall thoughts.
Seems like a better option than A.
Seems like it maximizes all the resources for the county.
Sending more students to Short Pump and Holman are good ideas. Brookland
meanwhile, remains completely without accreditation. Trailers should be
lined up at any and all other schools until that school is turned around from
lower 4% of middle school testing percentile statewide, no accreditation, not
even partial. We are terrified our young kids may end up going to Brookland,
having one child that has already graduated from 3 years at Brookland, and
having moved already with intention of better schools for our kids 5 and 7
years old.
Short term pain for long-term gain! If we can keep the students in our
neighborhood together, this will increase the quality of the community, which
will increase accountability for students as they age up into high school. This
also provides more relief for Hungary Creek Middle School.
Strongly oppose to Option C. OPTION A is better
Support the idea of keeping children from Springfield Park Elementary
together into one Middle School.
Thank you for leaving our Mountain Glen neighborhood and our elementary
school (Greenwood) out of any of the options.
The kids that are being moved from Hungary Creek did not go to Echo Lake
elementary with other in the area that attended that school.
The small area proposal in Option C needs to be reconsidered as being
included in the option because the small amount of students attending
Springfield Park ES that will attend Hungry Creek MS instead of Holman MS
and that would be affected by this portion contributes very little to the relief
from overcrowding at Hungry Creek. There is also an issue of less efficient
use of transportation (considering the proximity of the areas being considered)
to Hungary Creek MS and Holman MS.
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This is the best option of the two
This is the best option. Ensures children in the staples mill area follow their
siblings to Hungary Creek and reduces burden on parents when their children
are in the same school. Moving Springfield elementary to Holman makes the
most sense as they are closer to the Holman district.
This is the option to choose to aleviate the kids at Hungary Creek. They have
suffered the overcrowding long enough.
This keeps more Echo Lake students together and Hungary Creek gets greater
capacity relief than Option A. As a parent and teacher, it's a win-win
situation. Class sizes would be smaller, so instruction would be more
manageable in the classroom. Students would have a better learning
environment than a class that was at max count.
This makes more sense and impacts the fewest families and doesn't split yet
another elementary school. These students are closer in proximity to Holman
than the students you propose moving in Option A. This makes more
logistical sense
This option appears to have issues rooted in transportation, since it is pulling
students from the opposite side of the zones where there is available relief
(farther west). It also does not redistribute poverty well.
This option does more than Option A, though still not enough, to alleviate the
high concentration of students below the poverty level in some schools.
This option does not make sense
This option doesn't affect my neighborhood.
This option makes the most sense and least disruptive
This option makes the most sense as a current parent at HCMS. I will not be
affected by this plan, because my child is in 8th grade and my other is in 4th.
However, considering HCMS for my 4th grader depends on how these plans
control the numbers in years to come. This plan takes away one of the hardest
areas to successfully count, seeing as many are apartments. But Springfield
Park ES has so few kids that come to HCMS. They aren't excited because so
many of their friends are headed to Holman. It stinks, really. These kids have
such a hard time adjusting. Taking these areas PLUS Option A's Carrington
neighborhoods (north of Mountain, West of Staples Mill Rd) would create a
good size reduction at HCMS. Plus, it would balance the ELES to Holman
numbers, too! With HCMS's current numbers at 1100 and a influx of approx
60 for the incoming year, a reduction in just 68 students doesn't help the
immediate need. This small pocket will bring our numbers to where we are
now. That's not good enough. We will still have congestion in the hallways,
strains on our infrastructure like lunches, gym classes and trailers. The
reduction has to be 75+ to even make a real dent. We were quoted 1069 this
year and have added 31 new students BEFORE March 1. If the projection for
next year is 1148, based on the 1069 number, we are still sitting at a higher
count for next year with the 68 students from Springfield and Longan
transferred.
This option should NOT be implemented at all. This creates a problem from
feeder system perspective + too long. This option is a NO NO
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This option would work better as long as elementary kids are kept together.
This option moves more, even if not enough, kids to another school.
This plan sends those closer to Holman there and keeps Glen Allen
Elementary together.
This small pocket for Option C means that the county is committed to Option
C for redistricting. I strongly support Option C for redistricting. Thus I would
support this option for the small pocket proposal if moving some kids next
year is needed.
This suits the academic and social goals of our child the best.
Too many cons, especially the additional concerns. Transportation isn't as
efficient.
Very crowded roads going to school.
We prefer Option C. This allows more Echo Lake students to attend HCMS
together.
While I don't oppose my child attending HCMS which is the case with Option
C, it doesn't address the large number of students which will remain at
Hungary Creek. Overcrowding will continue to be an issue as new housing
developments and families move into this school zone. This option doesn't
seem to address the issue of overcrowding as much as Option A.
Overcrowding is unfair to the families and children who pay taxes in this
school district. Large class room sizes are directly related to poor academic
performance and behavior issues that can be managed in a smaller setting.
Would like to see the Holman Middle zone to include the Mountain Road to
Warren Road area as it seems that HCMS would still be overcrowded due to
the size of the zoning and the neighborhoods that fall in that area.
I don't think this option is entirely fair; I think it is too aimed at keeping the
"rich side of town" happy.
Over 1/4 of SPMS space is not being utilized. A larger pocket/area of
Hungary Creek students should be considered for rezoning and attending
SPMS for the 2017-18 school year.
Geographically they are closer to Hungary Creek and transportation to
Holman is less efficient. Splitting up neighborhoods more than Option A.
This is also a well-designed plan, but option A seems a bit less complex.
Based on my experience living as a parent in several states (NC, AR, VA) I
believe the poverty concentration argument holds no value. The priorities
should be school capacity and cost of transportation, including how long kids
stay on bus. Putting the academy in Wilder to chance the poverty
concentration is a proven waste of resources. It was not a positive impact 35
years ago when I was a kid and it still doesn't work today. Focus on the
impact to the kids, not some poverty concentration window dressing.
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